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Summer News
Welcome to our summer issue. In this issue we’d like to catch
you up on some of the exciting awards, endorsements and book
reviews praising The Untethered Soul. We’re also including information about a special lecture series by the author, Mickey Singer.
Enjoy your read and have the best of summers!

The Untethered Soul wins a
Nautilus Book Award
The Untethered Soul was recently announced a
silver award winner in the 2008 Nautilus Book
Awards. The Nautilus Book Awards were conceived to recognize and reward world-changing books, and celebrate how they contribute to positive social
change, spiritual growth, conscious living, high-level wellness,
and responsible leadership.

The Untethered Soul Endorsed by Philosopher
and Psychologist Jean Houston
This year, renowned philosopher and psychologist Jean Houston
highly recommended The Untethered Soul to both students and
colleges. Earlier this spring she was the Keynoter at the 2008
Psychotherapy Networker conference. This is psychotherapy’s
premier conference drawing nearly 4000 therapists each year
to Washington, D.C. to learn about the field’s latest ideas and
developments from its foremost teachers and practitioners. At the
conference Ms. Houston spoke to workshop participants about
the importance of The Untethered Soul and urged them to integrate its principles into their work. She has also used the book as
the key text in her two Mystery Schools, one on the East and the
other on the West Coasts.
Dr. Houston recently said that the book “…is indeed one of the
finest treatments of the nature and practice of the conscious use
of consciousness that I have ever read. The Untethered Soul is
essential to the re-thinking of psychological perspectives for our
time and can be of critical importance to the therapeutic fields
and disciplines. It is the clearest statement I know, of who we are
and what we face in our emerging humanity.”
— Jean Houston, philosopher, psychologist, and author of A
Mythic Life and Passion for the Possible

The Untethered Soul Lecture Series:
Author Mickey Singer discusses key
teachings from The Untethered Soul

August 4 and 7, 2008, sponsored by The Temple
of the Universe
On August 4 and 7, the Temple of the Universe will
sponsor a special two-part lecture series by Mickey
Singer in which he will explore in more detail some of
the key teachings from The Untethered Soul. There will
be time for questions and answers following the lectures.
Dates and times are below. Click the map link below for
directions and a map to the Temple of the Universe.
Monday, August 4 at 8:15pm
Thursday, August 7 at 8:15pm
Temple Map

Book Reviews
From Phenomenews.com Book Reviews:
“...It is rare for me to say a book is life-changing, but
that is how I see this unique work. The title is The
Untethered Soul: the journey beyond yourself by Michael
A. Singer (New Harbinger Publications, Inc. and Noetic
Books, 2007). One thing is sure: readers will never be
the same after reading this book.” Read more...
From Phoenix Rising Books, Australia’s leading independent specialist in holistic (Mind,Body and Soul)
books, audio books, music CD’s and DVD’s.
“When a new title, The Untethered Soul, arrived in store
it was met by excitement by a huge number of customers. So I decided to find out what was written that was
causing such a stir!” Read more...

Fourth Printing just Completed
The popularity of The Untethered Soul continues to grow.
Recently, publishers New Harbinger and Noetic Books
ordered the fourth printing of the book since its publication eight months ago.
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